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The purpose of this synopsis is to make the reader aware of a condition that exists today in our modern
society to subjugate and control the human being. History repeats itself and today the only thing that has
changed is the color of cloak the emperor is wearing. Through volunteerism we are back in the days of
slavery even though slavery has been outlawed. The only way we can become slaves is by voluntarily
asking permission from the state to become a ‘‘person’’. Unfortunately for us, we unknowingly and tacitly
accept and confirm this ‘‘person’’ through contracts. This synopsis is just a flyover of the mechanism used
by governments to achieve forced commerce on humans. Lets start with four court cases that clarify
‘‘person’’ and that our consent which is the key to all interactions/commerce.
natural person: Function: noun: a human being as distinguished from a person (as a corporation) created by
operation of law —compare JURIDICAL PERSON, LEGAL PERSON Source: Merriam-Webster's Dictionary of Law, © 1996

Merriam-Webster, Inc. http://dictionary.reference.com/search?db=mwlaw&q=natural%20person

The word “person” in legal terminology is perceived as a general word which normally includes in its scope a variety
of entities other than human beings. E.g.: 1 U.S.C. Sec 1. Church of Scientology vs U.S. Dept. of Justice (1979) 612F.
2D. 417, 425. Source: Merriam-Webster's Dictionary of Law under “person”.
“From the earliest times the law has enforced rights and exacted liabilities by utilizing a corporate concept – by
recognizing, that is, juristic persons other than human beings. The theories by which this mode of legal operation has
developed, has been justified, qualified, and defined are the subject matter of a very sizable library. The historic roots
of a particular society, economic pressures, philosophic notions, all have had their share in the law’s response to the
ways of men in carrying on their affairs through what is now the familiar device of the corporation. ------ Attribution of
legal rights and duties to a juristic person other than man is necessarily a metaphorical process. And none the worse
for it. No doubt, “Metaphors in law are to be narrowly watched.” Cardozo, J., in Berkey v. Third Avenue R. Co., 244
N.Y. 84, 94. “But all instruments of thought should be narrowly watched lest they be abused and fail in their service to
reason.” See U.S. v. SCOPHONY CORP. OF AMERICA, 333 U.S. 795; 68 S.Ct. 855; 1948 U.S.”
“There, every man is independent of all laws, except those prescribed by nature. He is not bound by any institutions
formed by his fellowmen without his consent.” CRUDEN v. NEALE, 2 N.C. 338 (1796) 2 S.E. 70.

"STRAWMAN" is legal history. Fully understanding the history of legal jurisprudence in
the old world makes it much easier to extrapolate how it may develop in the exciting new
world of digital laissez-faire capitalism.
You are responsible for yourself and your own actions. If you act on what you do not
understand and cannot support in law, the consequences are entirely your own
responsibility. This synopsis does not constitute practice of law or giving legal advice. It
is for informational purposes only.
Once one understands the true legal history of the "STRAW MAN," it is possible to
tackle him head on.
Canadian / USA Revenue Code (income tax)
As you will discover, the income tax file number is a "public" number belonging to a
"public persona," a "person1," a legal entity different from yourself and artificial as
well; i.e. existing in contemplation of or by force of law alone. Legally speaking, there
is a term for that identifies such entities: “ens legis,” defined as follows:
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For an in depth examination of “person,” read “THE NAME GAME”. Available at : INFO@UCC1-207.COM
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“Ens legis. L. Lat. A creature of the law; an artificial being, as contrasted with a
natural person. Applied to corporations, considered as deriving their existence
entirely from the law.” Black’s Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition, 1951, hereinafter
“Black’s 4th.”
This is your alter ego2, all-capital letters-written-name straw man. "STRAWMAN" is a
legal term for a "front man," or nominal party to a transaction, transmitting utility,
existing in name only, which allows the owner to accomplish some purpose not otherwise
permitted.
Owner, Slave and Master
A straw man serves its owner/master with slavish devotion, but the vast majority of you
do not even know that you have one. If you lack this key perception, you may assume
you are his owner, but you will never be the master!
[Herein lays the CONCEPT that will free you of worry and personal liability in operating
virtual corporations in Cyberspace. OWNERSHIP is passé in the new age of digital
laissez-faire capitalism. USE is the new' key perception' - as use pre-empts ownership.]
He (the straw man) has been running around obligating you and entering into all kinds of
unconscionable contracts and causing you much grief, heartache, and economic misery. It
is time you get to know this fellow and set things straight.
Most people understand that the law is very precise, with legalized deadly violence
attached to the words appearing in the text of the codes that are enforced by both courts
and police.
English and the Language of Law
The English language and its accepted rules of grammar are likewise precise, however,
and make no accommodation for proper nouns to be written in ALL-CAPITAL
LETTERS. The all-capital letters-written name which appears on your Income tax return
Statements, driver's license, passport, bank statement, credit cards, etc., and which is
rigidly enforced by the legal system, is not there by mistake - as the law is very precise.
But it is not your "True Name," which appears with only initial letters capitalised. The
all-caps version is the name of your mirror image straw man and is written in another
language: "Legalese." The primary pitfall is that an all-capital letters name sounds
exactly like a true name when spoken.
True Name, initial letters only capitalized = de jure3 / solvent / flesh-and-blood /
Creditor / Constitutional rights / possessing all rights / law of the land / owns the titles to
property.
2
3

Alter ego: the modified you; the metaphoric you.
De jure : Of right; legitimate; lawful; by right and just title. In this sense it is the opposite
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ALL-CAPS / abbreviated TRADE NAME = de facto4 / bankrupt / subject / ink-onpaper / debtor / Privileges given from the state / need for permits and licences / property
titles held or owned by the state / Admiralty law.
This phenomenon has no particular significance in our society - except with
courtrooms/corporations and a courtroom can be a dangerous place. Simple observation
tells us that a primary function of today's private, foreign-owned and operated court
system is the transfer of personal wealth and freedom over to the banks and government.
The judge is calling out a name in one language, "Legalese," (he is reading from the legal
documents in front of him), and you are innocently listening and answering in another,
"English." This otherwise harmless overlap of "language" is then immediately applied to
your profound detriment. Such deception is now indispensable in maintaining the current
level of commercial success of the courts (e.g. visit any "traffic court" for an hour and
keep a tally of the proceeds). An all-capital letters-written name is an artificial
construction and designates an artificial person existing only by force of or in
contemplation of law.
The problem enters in when a man or woman mistakenly believes that such a corruption
of their true name refers to them - a calamitous case of mistaken identity. However, all
law-to be "law" - must offer remedy and recourse.
The Code is the Law
The private forum of the UCC (Uniform Commercial Code) offers such a remedy. This is
not intended to be a cure-all for legal woes and does not pretend to be anything other than
a work-in-progress for legal self-discovery. For thousands of years the Powers That Be
have been steadfastly constructing the System by which world law and commerce
operate. They have developed their system utilizing timeless principles of human
interaction which, over the millennia, have been discovered and codified. These
fundamental, common-sense principles underlie every form of law extant on the planet.
Every legal issue and dispute deals with one or more of these principles. Since all human
interchange is commerce, in order to rule people it is necessary only to govern the
commerce by which they interact and subsist.
Those operating the system have achieved their pre-eminence by knowing the
foundational principles and encrypting them into "codes" for their own benefit, while
confusing the masses and keeping them ignorant of such real law and how to employ it
correctly. The pinnacle of their efforts to date is the UCC (Uniform Commercial Code).
Commerce now functions under, and is securely entrenched in, the UCC.
The important points to remember are that while the UCC was formulated for purposes of
4

De facto : This phrase is used to characterize an officer, a government, a past action, or a state of affairs
which must be accepted for all practical purposes, but is illegal or illegitimate.
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exploitation and subjugation, it is a particular codification of the universal underlying
laws of commerce, and, perhaps most importantly, can be employed for our benefit now
that the code has been "cracked."
Protocols within the Code
The foundational maxims of the underlying commercial law, from which all law and
commerce in the world today derive, are:
1. A workman is worthy of his hire.
2. All are equal under the law (moral and natural law).
3. In commerce truth is sovereign.
4. Truth is expressed in the form of an affidavit.
5. An unrebutted claim, charge, or affidavit stands as the truth in commerce.
6. An unrebutted affidavit becomes the judgement in commerce.
7. All matters must be expressed to be resolved.
8. He who leaves the field of battle first loses by default.
9. Sacrifice is the measure of credibility (one who has not been damaged by,
given to, lost on account of or put at risk by another has no basis to make
claims or charges against him/her).
10. A lien or claim can be satisfied only through rebuttal by counter
affidavit point-for-point, resolution by jury, or payment.
The reason, this scenario prevails is because the world has been set up to run precisely
this way. We (the slaves) were just not supposed to figure it out but fortunately, the code
has been broken.
Code is Set in Stone
Before the bankruptcy of the established nation states, [invocation of a debt-based system
of finance], men and women sovereigns were personally accountable for their actions in
courts that were set up to accommodate disputes among sovereigns (such as the original
common law in England before 1066).
Now, the people's straw men, who are legally owned property of the system, are the
"accountable parties" (surety5) as adjudicated and enforced by the system. Such formerly
sovereign men and women are now personally accountable because they are inextricably
joined with their “STRAWMAN” which are owned via implied contract by a handful of
arch-charlatans.
Courts today are set up to deal only with “STRAWMEN”. We, their unfortunate
counterparts (human), are merely "along for the ride." A sovereign (real being) has no
place in a contemporary court (commercial, dealing in artificial persons), and cannot be
5

“Surety. A person who is primarily liable for the payment of another’s dept or the performance of
another’s obligation.” Black’s Law Dictionary, Seventh Edition, 1990, hereinafter “Black’s 7th.”
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legally accommodated.
A corporation, being a legal fiction, cannot think, it cannot act in any manner, even to
communicate with natural man, and for this reason it must have somebody, or bodies to
speak and act for it, and the lawyers have set themselves up for this task. Supreme Court case
of 1795 :
Penhallow v. Doane’s Administrators (3 U.S. 54; 1 L.Ed. 57; 3 Dall. 54), defines governments: “governments are
corporations.” Inasmuch every government is an artificial person, an abstraction, and a creature of the mind only, a
government can interface only with other artificial persons.

Only if the current debt-based system of finance and government is rectified will we ever
get back to a sane and just basis for resolution of disputes and a sound civilisation.
Your Moral Code is Primary
As a great Indian sage stated the matter: "Seek the highest first." This means to maintain
your integrity and ethical behaviour. In practice this requires that you keep your word,
honour your contracts, and not depart from your principles.
A fundamental flaw in Man's thinking is the notion that he can cheat moral or natural law
(usually by trying to cheat others) and get away with it. Every such attempt generates
inexorable cause/effect consequences, all man's philosophies, systems, and cleverness to
the contrary notwithstanding.
The entirety of our predicament is due to failure to live in harmony and accord with
moral and natural law. The current system is the cause/effect result of our own folly. All
governments are expressions of, and exist by virtue of, the people's irresponsibility,
ignorance, laziness, larceny, and surrender of personal power, freedom, and autonomy in
exchange for "being taken care of."
In other words, every government exists due to the express will, as well as implied
default of, the people (combined with the willingness of the ruthless to accept and
manage the surrender of the people's power to the fictitious, artificially created,
"government"). As Joseph de Maistre noted: "Every country gets the government it
deserves."
What Can People Do?
To start with you must declare and sever the presumption that you and your “strawman”
are one and the same. Controlling the commercial aspect (the reason of its creation) of
this creature is very liberating. This is just the beginning and gets very amusing the more
you learn on what can be done when you capture and take control of the
“STRAWMAN.”
The time is now to build a roof or fix the existing one before it rains. In other words don’t
wait for trouble to learn and apply these techniques. Get ready for a storm, but expect
sunshine.
For information, documents, dates of conferences, how to take control of you’re
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If this has your attention, I invite you to read “WHY YOU NEED THE
UCC/PPSA/RPDRM” for reasons to get protected (I ponder if this needs to be said) and
“THE NAME GAME” which is an in depth examination on the legal meaning of
“person”. Both these documents will be educational and help you understand and be the
master of the “STRAWMAN”.

What needs to be said
You are responsible for yourself and your own actions. If you act on what you do not
understand and cannot support in law, the consequences are entirely your own
responsibility. This synopsis does not constitute practice of law or giving legal advice. It
is for informational purposes only. All that you read here and elsewhere should be
considered an opinion and should be researched on your own for complete and thorough
understanding and application of.

This document has been prepared in a condensed version with great care. Please pardon
any grammar / spelling errors.
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